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Organic gardening – is it for you?
A personal view – Heather Booker

© Heather Booker

I started gardening organically 22 years ago, a decision triggered by killing two
immature hedgehogs with slug pellets.
The garden had had no deliberate addition of organic matter, probably for over
30 years. The soil was unpleasant to handle, gritty, would not ‘hold together’, was
full of small stones, felt cold to touch and grey in colour.
I had joined the HPS and started to learn about interesting plants, but most of
my precious new purchases were eaten by slugs and snails. Greenﬂy and blackﬂy
were abundant every summer. My plants never looked as vigorous as I wished but
I didn’t know why. There were very few birds in the garden.
I discovered a horse-owner in the village, we came to an agreement, and every
week I trundled heavy wheelbarrows of manure to various parts of the garden. I
also collected seaweed from the beach after winter storms. About this time, I
bought Lawrence Hill’s book Organic Gardening, joined HDRA (now Garden

Composted turf, from the area now covered with plants in this scene, is still providing loam for
our home made potting compost, 20 years after most of the lawn was dug up.
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Organic) and started to learn organic techniques. My engineer husband made me
a shredder; all hedge clippings and shrubby prunings went through it and were
immediately used as a mulch. What a relief not to have to keep weeding in my,
then limited, free time. (I love it now, but there isn’t so much of it to do). We
constructed ﬁve compost bins but I also have large heaps covered with old
carpets. Autumn leaves go into wire containers and make wonderful leaf mould.
It took about three years for improvement to show: the soil became pleasant to
touch, ‘soft’, dark brown, warm and crumbly; and despite not using slug pellets
there was much less damage to my plants – they bulked up and ‘looked happy’.
As more shrubs and small trees grew, more birds came to visit and then to nest.
The sound of thrushes hammering snails on their anvils was music to my ears; the
sight of blackbirds energetically wiping slugs backwards and forwards on the
grass (to get rid of the slime) was wonderful. The tit families cleaned up the
aphids and completely eliminated the maggots from our apple tree where the
peanut vendor hangs, well ﬁlled throughout the year. We never get maggots in
those apples now!
Our vegetable garden supplies a large percentage of the fruit and veg. that we
consume throughout the year. No commercial fertilizers, no herbicides, no
pesticides are ever used. The garden is open under the NGS and seems to give a
lot of pleasure to other folk as well as ourselves so we must be doing something
right! I wonder why anyone feels it’s necessary to use chemicals when all this is
possible without them.
It was not a quick process, and anyone starting off in a garden that has
previously had chemicals used on it or is low in fertility for some other reason has
my sympathies, but it’s absolutely worth the effort.

Some scientific reasons for gardening organically
The historical perspective
Over the decades our approach to pests and diseases has changed. During the last
century, much of gardeners’ traditional harmony with nature was displaced by a
chemical approach which regarded most of the creatures that live in or on the soil
as ‘enemies’. Pesticides, weedkillers and artiﬁcial fertilisers were thought to be
essential for lovely gardens and the production of beautiful vegetables.
By the 1960s there were a few people, including Rachel Carson and Lawrence
Hills, who voiced their concerns at the degradation of soils leading to lower
fertility and loss of wildlife.
The end of the last century saw a steadily increasing number of once-approved
‘safe’ pesticides and herbicides being banned from sale by legislation. Many
people now question the wisdom or necessity for using any chemicals, preferring
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to enjoy their gardens free of worries about contact with poisons or allergens, or
harming the animals, birds and butterﬂies that share their space.
A return to the good husbandry of the period prior to ‘high-input’ horticulture
is taking place. By knowing a little about the underlying workings of the soil, its
inhabitants, the cycle of growth, reproduction, decay and decomposition, a lot of
unnecessary garden work, and money paid to the agrochemical industry, can be
avoided.

© Heather Booker

That mysterious world beneath our feet
Soil can best be described as a dynamic natural medium in which plants grow. It
is made up of mineral and organic materials, as well as living organisms. The
mineral part of the soil varies depending on the parent rock from which it was
formed over time by exposure to wind, rain and sun. It takes 500–1,000 years to
form 2–3cm (just one inch!) of soil. Living soil organisms are indispensable in
the formation of soil; without them the soil remains sterile and incapable of
sustaining plant life, because it lacks the element essential for the survival of all
creatures, nitrogen.
Although nitrogen makes up about 75% of the air we breathe, plants and

Silt from the adjacent pond, fed by a stream, provides an ideal soil without any artificial feed,
for the Rodgersia (left) and the Astilbe and Aruncus.
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animals cannot access this source directly. We rely on a few specialised soil
bacteria (cynobacteria or blue-green algae) and certain actinomycetes (from
which we also get antibiotics) to ‘ﬁx’ nitrogen in a form which is available to the
roots of plants.
Specialised nitrogen-ﬁxers are associated with certain families of plants,
notably the legumes, whose root hairs secrete substances that attract speciﬁc
types of cynobacteria or actinomycetes which can form an intimate relationship
with each particular species of legume. The bacteria have an enzyme which
converts nitrogen in the air spaces in the soil to ammonia, which can then be used
by plants to make proteins and other essential nutrients. The plant in turn supplies
the energy the bacteria require to carry out the nitrogen ﬁxation.
This nitrogen is ‘harnessed’ when the legumes are eaten or recycled through
the compost heap or used as green manures. Nitrogen ﬁxation cannot take place if
the soil is waterlogged or is compacted and lacking in humus. Humus is a
colloidal (jelly-like) substance, which surrounds the mineral particles in the soil.
The roots of all types of plants have teamed up with long strands of fungi
(speciﬁc to the plant in question) which surround the plants roots and usually
extend beyond the reach of the longest of them. They grow into the tiny spaces of
the soil, retrieving water and minerals otherwise inaccessible to the plant. They
are particularly good at retrieving phosphorus. The plant reciprocates by sharing
energy (from sunlight) and sugars made from that energy.
The establishment of these extensive mycorrhizal associations, which have a
complex structure with the properties of both fungi and plant root, is enhanced by
the humus content of the soil and good soil structure (which is easily destroyed
by the gardener’s constant digging).
Diggers (on a micro- and macroscopic level, and not including human
diggers!) and decomposers are another soil partnership essential to good plant
growth. Because there are few animals that dig and make burrows in coniferous
woodland, little or none of the plant litter on the soil surface gets incorporated
into the mineral soil a few centimetres below. In deciduous woodland and in
wildlife-friendly gardens, there are many soil ‘diggers’ including the many
different types of earthworms and other invertebrates. Darwin found that the
worms in an acre of meadowland brought up 10 tons of soil as wormcasts in one
year. Their activities result in well-mixed layers of soil, and the essential nutrients
which would otherwise settle deep in the soil out of reach are made available to
the plants by constant circulation.
The decomposers amongst the soil organisms release these essential nutrients
from dead plant and animal matter. There are over 5,000 species (millions of
individuals) of bacteria in one gram of soil! This amazing complexity of soil
creatures is easily destroyed by the use of chemicals, which we do at our peril.
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Feed the soil
th
For a good portion of the early 20
century, most chemists were convinced
that
understanding
the
soil’s
contribution to plant nutrition was
simply a matter of understanding which
chemicals (NPK) should be provided
and in what proportions. It is now well
understood that the growth of plants
depends not only on the availability of
the mineral ingredients but also on the
structure of the soil.
A Victorian rubbish dump – enhanced by
By adding organic matter to the loads of compost
surface of the soil, organic gardeners
enable the soil organisms which decompose and recycle to enhance its structure
and fertility by making humus. This loosens compacted soil, facilitates the
movement of air and water, ensuring good drainage, encouraging the growth of
roots and the movement of soil animals. Sandy soil is enhanced by organic matter,
increasing its water-holding capacity and the availability of nutrients which are
otherwise quickly leached out.
Many chemical fertilisers are easily washed through the soil making them
inaccessible to plant roots, so that frequent applications are required, often polluting
watercourses. An expensive way of supporting the agrochemical industry.
One of the main guidelines of organic gardening is ‘feed the soil, not the plant’.
So, how to feed it? Compost feeds the soil and makes you feel good! Well-made,
it’s a joy to handle and a pleasure to use, and it works with soil organisms not
against them. There is plenty of information available on how to make good
compost, which simply speeds up the natural process of decomposition. For sure,
you are unlikely to make enough of it for all your garden needs, so maybe reserve
it for making your own potting compost. Mix it, ideally, with loam (or sifted
garden soil or a mole hill!) and sand. If you’re digging up the lawn to extend your
herbaceous borders, stack the turves tightly together, cover and leave for at least
two years and you’ll have precious loam.
Mulching by covering the soil with organic material, shreddings, fallen leaves,
well-rotted manure, or seaweed (no, it won’t make your soil salty unless you use
tons of it in a low-rainfall area) mimics natural leaf litter and will be incorporated
into the soil by the diggers and decomposers. Mulching also preserves the soil
structure by preventing heavy rain from forming a surface hard pan, it stops weed
seeds from germinating, and it retains moisture.
The object of all of this is maintaining or improving soil structure: healthy
29
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soils, with humus and organic matter, support an abundance of animal and plant life.
Humus and clay particles (found in varying quantities in most garden soils) have
the ability to ‘hold’ essential minerals so that they remain in the vicinity of plant roots
and are not leached out. Both kinds of particles are negatively charged and therefore
attract positively charged ions including potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron,
manganese, zinc, nickel and cobalt, which are macro- and micro-nutrients for plants.
Nitrogen, that essential element for all life, is made readily and constantly available
by the decomposers in the soil acting on the humus and other organic matter.
Garden myths
Mulching with garden shreddings does not increase predation on plants by slugs
and snails; the contrary is true. They are consumers and decomposers of plant
litter if it is readily available, and that’s what shreddings are. Tasty, freshlyplanted immature plants are much more likely to survive if surrounded with a
strongly aromatic green mulch. However, plants fed with high-nitrogen fertilizers
make prime ‘soft’ targets for molluscs.
You will not win all the battles against those pesky molluscs but neither do
those gardeners who use slug pellets, which kill thrushes, blackbirds, hedgehogs
(all efﬁcient mollusc predators) and cats. Slug pellets don’t kill molluscs if they
can retreat into a shady, damp place to recoup and, as the corpses of those that are
killed have to be removed, it is just as easy to provide temporary desirable
residences in the form of tiles or upturned saucers and collect the pests for
disposal.
Herbicides and pesticides are very blunt instruments, killing friends as well as
foes. Many were proclaimed as neutralised on contact with the soil; this has been
thrown into doubt by impartial research showing that they kill micro-fauna
essential for a healthy soil.
My conclusion is...
No one yet understands all of the inter-connected, intricate relationships and
processes in the soil. Until we do, better for our own health and that of the soil to
work on the precautionary principle, rather than use chemicals with potentially
unknown side effects.
Happy gardening.
Heather Booker’s garden, The Gate House at Lee, North Devon,
includes a collection of over 100 Rodgersia and opens for the NGS.
If you’d like to learn more about the fascinating world of the soil, Heather
enthusiastically recommends Life in the soil, a guide for naturalists and
gardeners, by James B. Nardi. ISBN 10:0-226-56852-0
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(Organic) garden – open today – Corinne Layton

© Corrine Layton

Opening any garden presents its own challenges, and from early on we found that
visitors were surprised that a well-looked-after tidy garden with a neat green lawn
can be achieved without the use of chemicals.
We live in a very wild and beautiful part of Essex, on the Dengie Peninsula
between the rivers Blackwater and Crouch and the North Sea. We have little rainfall.
When we arrived 30 years ago the plot was covered in subsoil, with a few plum trees
and a scruffy hedge line. There was no birdsong, just the hum of the trafﬁc and
weekenders on their way to caravans and boats. Our neighbour farms his land
conventionally, growing and spraying his crops. We knew we wanted something
kinder and different for the part of the world for which we were responsible.
Was it easy? The hard landscaping has evolved over time and that has been the
hardest work. Every year we seem to start a new project and hope that it will be
ﬁnished in time for the opening. This year we are to have a new sewage system,
which will mean a major redesign of the borders.
Growing without chemicals has changed the whole ecology of the garden,
which hums with life and has found its own balance; this has been by far the
easiest and most rewarding part. Now the garden is healthy, and densely planted,
and its ‘organised wildness’ seems to appeal to our visitors. We have a neat green

The garden is healthy, and densely planted, and its ‘organised wildness’ seems to appeal to our
visitors.
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lawn (an absolute must to meet the criteria), clipped box hedges (where the
ladybirds hide out), and perfectly pleached limes (for the hawk moths), pruned
and tied-in in late winter1. The safe environment supports birds, mammals,
amphibians, reptiles, insects, spiders. And humans. Log and leaf piles for
hibernating newts and hedgehogs are tucked away out of sight.
Tidiness and order do not come easily to us, but visitors are always interested
in the ‘business’ end of the garden, which we keep as neat as possible. We
compost avidly, everything is saved and recycled on the heap, activated by our
own hens’ droppings – of course they are organically fed! We make our own plant
food with rotted comfrey leaves (Bocking 14).
The garden is presentable most of the year but we think at its best when slowly
dying, so we open in late September when the dahlias, asters and salvias are doing
their stuff. In winter the borders are cleared and mulched, but seedheads and grasses
are left until the spring.
Plans for borders are made and seeds ordered in the winter. We buy organic seeds
if we can, certainly for the salads and herbs – we do so because they will have been
collected from plants grown organically – and we also save seeds from the garden.
We sort out our large pond, which is fed by rainwater from the roofs of our
many sheds. We have planted it to be as natural as possible and we don’t have
ﬁsh. It is populated by newts, including the great crested, grass snakes and snails,
which keep the water clear. Dragonﬂies and damselﬂies live and mate in the
pond. It gives hours of pleasure and is a much-admired feature.
Spring brings us outside in earnest, beds are cleared and fed with organic
chicken-manure pellets; staking is started (always too late) as even in the wildest
borders some things need to stand up. The paths and decked area are scrubbed,
paintwork touched up. Seed sowing, potting-on cuttings and splitting perennials
take up much of our time. The hoverﬂy ‘hotel’ is made ready.
Our small collection of show auriculas, usually in ﬂower for just a few weeks
around Easter, are displayed on a stand near the house. These little primulas are
very labour intensive but so worth the effort (they are also adored by vine
weevils, which are controlled by nematodes).
We grow a lot of plants for resale and are really pleased when people go away
clutching a pot of something they have seen in the garden. Our plant stall is
looked after by our friends and as far as possible everything is in a nice clean
black, usually square, pot with a label – no yoghurt pots for us!
Tubs are a big feature of the garden – designing colour schemes and ordering
plants for them is an enjoyable part of the gardening year. Compost is renewed
each year and bulked out with our homemade stuff. Tubs and pots are fed
regularly with diluted comfrey liquid.
We try to have everything ready, planted and organised by early summer.
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© Corrine Layton

Anything grown from seed and loved by slugs is not planted in the borders until it
is as big as possible. Nicotianas are a favourite, grown on in pots and planted
within a barrier until they get away (spent coffee grounds have worked well) –
last year we grew NN. knightiana, ‘Tinkerbell’ and langsdorﬁi ‘Hot Chocolate’.
To keep plants healthy and ﬂowering longer we try hard to extend the seasons.
We Chelsea-chop in May and throughout the summer dead-head, pinch, cut back,
thin, disbud and dead-leaf as often as possible, and water and feed if necessary.
We keep on top of weeds by hoeing and hand-weeding. We let plants have
their head, leaving them to self-seed gently. Before open days, a quick nip
through the borders unwinding the bindweed is most satisfying. We lift up clover
in the lawn with a rake and mow it out before it becomes a problem. The gravel
path is fertile ground for germinating grass seeds and we spend many happy
hours shufﬂing along on our bottoms pulling them out.
We grow vegetables in a small area, maintained as neatly and ornamentally as
possible, growing only what we like to eat. Companion planting helps and means
that we do not have to cover crops with unsightly barriers. Our biggest problem is
rabbits, so we have removable fencing, taken off for open days and when working
in the veg borders. Flowers for cutting are grown in this space too. Yellow is not
allowed in the ornamental borders except in spring, so all the bright-coloured
ﬂowers grow here for vases in the house.

We have a neat green lawn, clipped box hedges and perfectly pleached limes. (No freezers or
car tyres for us!)
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It could be slugs, black spot, greenﬂy, etc., etc. “What do you do about it?” we
are asked all the time. Our answer: don’t grow what won’t grow. Plant what is
suitable for the conditions – a struggling plant will get sick, attract pests and look
dreadful. Don’t grow plants that are susceptible to disease. Keep the soil in good
heart and foliar-feed with seaweed solution. A plant growing in healthy, fertile
soil will require less food, be less stressed and can far more easily fend off attacks
from disease and pests.
So please think about starting to reduce the artiﬁcial fertilisers and chemicals
you use, and in time perhaps your open garden will buzz with wildlife, your
vegetables will be safe to eat, and your efforts will be much admired.
Corinne Layton’s garden, One Brook Hall Cottages at Latchingdon, is
open for groups and by appointment for the NGS.

A different perspective – Chris Strachan
Is the ‘organic’ movement a religion or an exclusive sect? One famous organic
gardener regularly says that it is not possible to be partly organic just as it is not
possible to be partly pregnant. I’m not sure about this analogy – it is possible to
drink alcohol sensibly without being teetotal, just as I am sure it is possible to
garden sensibly and in tune with nature without being totally organic. I derive a
vast amount of pleasure from hearing the birds sing in my garden, listening to the
bees, watching hoverﬂies, ladybirds and butterﬂies, but I am tired of being treated
like an outcast because I use a synthetic pesticide to keep my lilies free of lily
beetle, or because I use glyphosate to rid my borders of couch grass. Surely, the
essence of organic cultivation is healthy soil, followed closely by making as safe
and responsible a choice about using pesticides and fertilisers (organic and
synthetic) as current knowledge allows. We divide pesticides into organic=good
and synthetic=bad, rather than by their safety and efﬁcacy, at our peril. While
thinking that we are making rational decisions, we may be deluding ourselves
into making a meaningless, artiﬁcial and possibly detrimental separation
.
Chris Strachan has always grown vegetables for her family, but her
horticultural life really took off on early retirement. She spent her (rather
small) pension lump sum on a new greenhouse and took the RHS
Advanced Certificate in Horticulture. Chris also joined her local (Cambs
& Beds) Group, opening up the wonderful world of talks, plant sales,
specialist nurseries, etc. that HPS members are familiar with.
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Bob Brown
My commonest response to diseased
plants is to walk away. Take Phlox. I
began to appreciate how important they
were in the mid-eighties and bought what
most attracted me: the deep violet heads
of ‘Border Gem’, the amazing large pale
mauvey-pink ﬂowers of ‘Fairy’s
Petticoat’, ‘Prospero’ with its great
ﬂoppy ﬂowers in a lovely creamy shade
of lavender and the highly scented
ﬂowers of Phlox divaricata. The sudden
realisation that I had a whole world of
Phlox ahead of me was wonderful. All I
remembered about them was that
smouldering late summer perfume that
took me straight back to the garden
where I grew up. By the time I ﬁrst
visited the National Collection in Leeds I
had begun to realise that there were also
problems such as mildew and leaf spot. Fig. 1 Phlox paniculata ‘David’
They weren’t killing the plants but left
shrivelled foliage and poor ﬂowers. Speak to a gardener in the dry SE half of
England1 where Phlox are grown well, and ask them how they manage such
impressive displays without disease. The most common answer is that they use
Systhane (a systemic fungicide often used for roses and marketed under the name
‘Rose Clear’). This is sprayed once a month from April onwards. “Once a
month.” “From April onwards”! Life is too short, there’s too much else to do, I’d
never remember. The second realisation was that not every phlox gets mildew or
leaf spot, and it seems to me that it’s easier to plant these (many of which are also
hearty growers) than to struggle to keep the others looking good. But somebody
should (struggle, that is). Well done National Collection holders – everywhere.
My favourite is Phlox paniculata ‘David’ (ﬁg. 1). It was found on a roadside
near Philadelphia and achieved Perennial of the Year in the US in 2002. It is now
well known by Hardy Planters in the British Isles. It’s not only mildew-free
1Divide

England with a diagonal line following the Fosse Way and it is ‘half’
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(unless it gets very, very dry) and a clumper,
but it also has thickly textured white ﬂowers
for months longer than most other (any
other?) phlox. I also have high hopes for
‘Utopia’, which has the biggest ﬂower heads
of any phlox I know and is pale lilac pink.
Phlox x arendsii is a hybrid between P.
paniculata and P. maculata. In 1994 I planted
a patch of new hybrid seedlings in the nursery
at Badsey. Since then most have died but what
are left have prospered and have the vigour to
survive without any attention. This is the best
kind of trial. I named the progeny after male
nursery workers (to balance nominal sexual
injustices). ‘Gary’ (ﬁg. 2) is especially
vigorous and has been recommended for trial.
One of the comments it received at an RHS
Herbaceous Committee meeting was “You
can’t name a phlox ‘Gary’”. Vigour is the only
solution I have found to two other phlox
Fig. 2 Phlox x arendsii ‘Gary’
problems, speciﬁcally related to Phlox
divaricata and its hybrids. They seem to abhor limey soil (or at least my limey
clay) and are one big slugfest. Sadly, I’ve stopped trying to grow them.
I can tell a similar story about another fungal disease – not mildew but rust.
With no alternative I ceased growing the beautiful Hypericum androsaemum
‘Albury Purple’ because the deep puce-red foliage always had major attacks of
rust, as did the foliage of H. x inodorum ‘Summergold’. Since they were
abandoned I’ve discovered that some broad-leaved sub-shrubby hypericums
never get rust. An unnamed purple-ﬂushed seedling (ﬁg. 3), found in France and
bought from the members’ table of the Kent Group, looks similar to ‘Albury
Purple’ and is one of the stars of my winter border. It never gets rust, as don’t two
other foliage varieties I do grow: ‘Mrs Gladis Brabazon’ (ﬁg. 4) (another cultivar
of H. androsaemum) and ‘Golden Beacon’. Similarly, I stopped growing any
hollyhocks (but they carried on anyway) and now grow the Alcea x Althaea
hybrid, x Alcalthaea suffrutescens ‘Parkalleé’. And I’m very choosy about
choosing rust-resistant oxalis cultivars.
Red spider mite can (and does) devastate some ranges of plants that we grow.
Experience tells us to make sure that crocosmias are outside experiencing wind,
rain and humidity during the growing season because the problem will not then
develop. If they are inside, the mite appears. When this pest is noticed on
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something new it’s usually too late to react to
clear up the problem in the same season. Soft
soap is about our only defence. There are
effective chemical controls but they are nasty
(even for professionals). Some kinds of plants
are never attacked because they have their own
chemical defences, like laurel (Prunus
laurocerasus), which has cyanide in it.
Sprayed-on homemade infusions of these
would be effective as a spot treatment for
spider mite. Sadly, their use is unlawful.
Writing this has made me realise that we
barely have an aphid problem. We have tits and
a robin that are literally resident in the biggest
greenhouse and since insecticides are rarely if
ever used I suppose aphid predators like
ladybirds, wasps and mayﬂy also have a chance Fig. 3 An unnamed hypericum, similar
to do their stuff. I do recall horriﬁc aphid to ‘Albury Purple’ but without rust.
attacks on hellebores (fat, pinky ones that do
the Chelsea wave as you approach to squish them). I think that in the end we took
them outside and hosed the aphids off. Comparable attacks on lupins were the
ﬁnal straw that made me stop growing the plant. Similarly, neat marginal notches
made by pea and bean weevils on the foliage of Lathyrus aureus mean that I don’t
grow that any more either.
Hemerocallis gall midge grow inside developing Hemerocallis ﬂower buds and
arrived fairly recently from Eastern Asia via Europe. The buds get bigger and
bigger but never open into ﬂowers. Not all cultivars are vulnerable. The problem
is felt here with earlyish ﬂowering varieties. Not the earliest such as HH.
lilioasphodelus and dumortieri and H. ‘Queen of May’, but H. ‘Apricotta’. Midand late-season varieties such as ‘Pink Damask’ and ‘Joan Senior’ (ﬁg. 5) seem
more or less immune. What happens in colder and warmer places? Does the
midge cycle of reproduction move with hemerocallis growth or is it independent
and does it move with the season?
Vine weevil has always been a native British resident but came to feature only
in the last twenty years as a serious horticultural pest – its rise concomitant with
the increasing use of soft, peat-based composts that enable the adult to burrow to
lay eggs. We do use a biological control, Nemasys, which is a nematode-based
spray that’s very effective once the soil temperature rises above 11°C but I hope I
don’t sound holier than thou when I say that the best control is good husbandry.
Stopping and looking (and stopping and appreciating) should be a strategic part
37
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of any nursery’s or garden’s
management.
Observe
the
heuchera that blows over in the
wind or the heuchera that looks
wilted. It’s March and the beasties
have severed its connection with its
roots. The larvae will be up inside
the thick stems. Feed them to the
carp and rescue the tips as cuttings.
Sometimes you can’t avoid the
problem. In 2009 I planted clumps
of 16 kinds of dahlia. Previously
they had been left in the ground so
they didn’t need planting out but
Fig. 4 Hypericum androsaemum f. variegatum
the winter of 2008–9 and –18°C
‘Mrs Gladis Brabazon’
wiped out every one except
‘Murdoch’. I needn’t have bothered. Snails (and slugs) grazed off every single
emerging stem until the plants were dead. ‘Murdoch’ made it despite the grazing
only because there was so much of it coming up. Slug bait is something I’ve
always used and I used it again. I can also report that despite its use I have a very
very healthy frog, toad, thrush, dog, snail and slug population. Using it is a bit
pointless really. So I am going to experiment with bantams. I’ve sacriﬁced some of
the stock beds to make a run (hopefully fox-proofed – the fox lives at the other end
of the nursery). They’ll be let out to forage and maybe eat molluscs. Maybe the fox
will take them during the day. Maybe the scratching will devastate the stock beds.
Maybe they’ll peck at the best foliage and not just the chickweed. We’ll see.
Crops of potted ornamental plants grown in tunnels and greenhouses cannot
have the same chicken patrols. I have known the caterpillars and pupae of Angle
Shades moth all my life. As a child I used to collect the wriggling, shiny redbrown pupae from the soil to feed to the chickens (yes, I liked digging even as a
child). The fat larvae are most noticeable in winter and are bright green or brown.
They eat leaves from a very catholic range of herbaceous plants, making
extensive irregular holes in one patch of foliage. By the time you’ve seen the
damage it’s too late because they’ve moved on to the next course. Together with
the carnation tortrix moth they make a proportion of our nursery’s selling stock at
least temporarily unsaleable. The carnation tortrix moth makes fewer holes but
there are more of them. This is altogether a smaller pest and completes the
damage by spinning leaves together in a clot – it pupates in the middle. We have
tried biological control with pheromone traps and spraying the fungal application
DiPel (Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki) but nothing seems to work. So, we
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hand pick when we can and we are crossing
our ﬁngers that this current cold winter
2009–10 will have at least reduced the
populations of both.
I hesitate to say it, but we do not have a
rabbit problem on either of the two nurseries
despite having resident rabbits around both.
In one case the fox might help but I doubt it
because I’ve seen rabbits and foxes coexisting in the same mounds elsewhere. I
think the lack of a problem is down to the
cats that we keep at both sites. Very
occasionally they catch a rabbit but I am
beginning to conclude that the rabbits sense
the cats’ territory and keep away. Partly this
conclusion is based on the number of owners
of rabbit-infested gardens who do not beneﬁt
from the presence of the cat next door. Mice Fig. 5 Hemerocallis ‘Joan Senior’
are caught.
All this is fairly environmentally-aware (and practical). I do trip up when it
comes to weed control. Listen up. I love weeding. As a stressed new teacher I
found I could come home and lose all the stresses whilst weeding and it was
cheaper than alcohol. I even consciously viewed a new weed infestation as a
blessing and something to look forward to dealing with. Now I have a whole
nursery to weed and articles to write and cannot afford as much time to weed as
I’d like so I use some chemical control. I spot treat weeds between perennials with
glyphosate. Pre-emergent residuals like Casoron G (dichlobenil) have been used
on areas like paths that need to remain weed-free, but a substitute will have to be
found since dichlobenil has just been banned. This week (whilst suffering
weeding-withdrawal symptoms) I caught myself hand-weeding a large patch of
hairy bittercress that I had weedkilled earlier (it was still green).
Nurseries are businesses, which need a good product with sufﬁcient margin so
that they can continue to trade. We have ended up adopting the cheapest, most
effective and time-efﬁcient approach to pests and diseases because it helps produce
a good plant quickly and it keeps costs down. We practise a combination of
avoidance, biological control and chemical control. We are not committed organic
gardeners but somehow we end up some way towards the ideal.
Bob Brown’s success can be seen at his nursery, Cotswold Garden
Flowers.
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Some more observations – Sue Lander
My garden is now ofﬁcially 12 years old. I was a complete novice, so completely
ignorant of its inhabitants, both ﬂora and fauna. A steep learning curve
commenced, initiating my love affair with gardening, and then with gardening
organically.
I was faced with a lawn and a couple of tired borders. ‘If after three days no
rain falls, then water in’ said the lawn treatment label – we are talking about dry
old Essex here! But however much I watered, evidence of chemicals remained. I
soldiered on with lawn chemicals until I was ﬁnally set free by reading Liberating
lawns, by Rosemary Castle. I have never felt guilty since for having a ‘natural’
lawn, which helps to support bees, hoverﬂies, moths, butterﬂies and other useful
predators to the garden. You have to allow pests to build up initially if predators
are to come and feast on them – it’s no use reaching for chemical controls at the
ﬁrst invasion, and itchy ﬁngers must be restrained, however hard it is to see the
aphid-infested stems of your precious plants. Order will soon be resumed, with
patience.
I love roses. Mostly I grow English roses, though I do have a few bourbons
and mosses from which I diligently pick off, and dispose of, rust- and black-spotinfected leaves. Rosa ‘Graham Thomas’ repeats along my north/northwest facing
border and the most northerly plant is the healthiest – freely blooming from June
to December, with just a short break in August and no hint of black spot; I have
come to the conclusion that it catches more wind and the better air circulation
contributes to its healthiness – the more sheltered plants succumb more, albeit at
the tail end of the season.
Growing and observing your own plants is the best lesson. (They haven’t read
the book.) The English roses are said to have good resistance to black spot but
they suffer in certain situations, especially monoculture, as do monocots such as
Galanthus and Narcissus, since viruses can be a problem, spreading from leaf to
leaf. Growing interspersed with other plants gives them a better chance of
keeping healthy. The siting of your plants is paramount: different microclimates
can create more suitable and beneﬁcial conditions.
Hemerocallis gall midge is on the increase – I avoid it without potions by
growing varieties which are most resistant. I have found that H. ‘Crimson Pirate’,
an unusual form which ﬂowers proliﬁcally mid-season, is very healthy even in
dry conditions. H. ‘Cranberry Baby’ is early- to mid-season, ﬂowers proliﬁcally
and has excellent foliage, 30cm high. Used as an underplanting, its scapes look
wonderful pushing through fern fronds.
Hostas are a prime target for slug damage but I have found that H. ‘Sum and
Substance’, now established in part shade and quite dry conditions, usually gets
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through the season unblemished. A stately hosta, its stems rise high above the
ground and its thicker leaves seem more resilient. I tried several hostas in a small
bog garden but replaced them with zantedeschias, which do not seem to be
troubled by molluscs and still give that bold foliage effect.
Lily beetle is a voracious pest here in Essex – each year it seems to appear
earlier and to hang on later, so continuous patrols of your frits and lilies is
required. I’ve found that Lilium speciosum var. album and L. s. var rubrum and L.
‘Black Beauty’ don’t seem to attract beetles as much – maybe it’s down to their
more robust stems or a lighter scent1. I enjoy these later-ﬂowering lilies
blossoming alongside white Japanese anemones (I like ‘Andrea Atkinson’).
Growing plants in pots and annually renewing the compost helps to get rid of
overwintering beetles. And speaking of pots – I treat all of mine with vine weevil
nematodes every May and August to combat their grubs. (August is the best time
if only one treatment will be given).
studies on lily beetle and scent are being carried out by the RHS.
© John McCormack

1Scientiﬁc

Chrysanthemum ‘Chelsea Physic Garden’, shown here in Judy Barker’s National Collection in
Hertfordshire.
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If you’ve given up on lilies because of the beetle, then try growing some of the
excellent range of alstroemerias now on offer. They contain themselves nicely
and have a long ﬂowering season. They’re not scented but they seem to be
untroubled by any pest or disease (the books warn about slugs/snails but I haven’t
experienced this, yet). A. ‘Evening Song’ is a luscious plum/claret and A.
‘Spitﬁre’ is a warm red. Both have exquisite markings on the petals. ‘Spitﬁre’
ﬂowers until December for me and although it’s a metre tall it doesn’t need
staking.
Back to pots – fungal leaf spot on evergreens in pots (usually due to stress) can
eventually be overcome by diligently picking off every affected leaf, so that fresh
leaves take over. I have successfully rescued Garrya x issaquahensis ‘Glasnevin
Wine’, Eriobotrya japonica and Arbutus ‘Marina’ this way. Of course, the
obvious answer is to plant them in the ground, but plantaholics can’t resist
growing more treasures even when we’ve run out of soil space!
Powdery mildew seems to be a problem for some Acanthus, but A. mollis
Latifolius Group ‘Rue Ledan’ has wonderful glossy-green foliage without a hint
of mildew and sends up pure white ﬂowers with green hoods. I have virtually
given up on dahlias, admiring (and envying) them in other gardens. They are
always a prime delicacy for loitering pests in my garden and I do not fancy canes,
ﬂowerpots stuffed with straw lodged on top, in my borders. So I have satisﬁed my
lust for late-season colour with hardy chrysanthemums. Chrysanthemum ‘Chelsea
Physic Garden’ is the latest one I’ve obtained, through the HPS Conservation
Scheme, and is a real beauty.
I am sure I’ll be encountering more garden pests in the future, but the only
bottle I will be reaching for is a good claret!
Sue Lander gardens passionately between plant patrols.

Measurement conversion
length
temperature
5cm ≈ 2 in
–40ºC ≈ –40ºF
30cm ≈ 1 ft
–20ºC ≈ –4ºF
60cm ≈ 2 ft
–10ºC ≈ 14ºF
90cm ≈ 3 ft
0ºC ≈ 32ºF
1m ≈ 39 in
10ºC ≈ 50ºF
120cm ≈ 4 ft
20ºC ≈ 68ºF
150cm ≈ 5 ft
30ºC ≈ 86ºF
2m ≈ 6 ft 6 in
40ºC ≈ 104ºF
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